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The History of 
The Chinese Remainder Theorem 

Introduction 

The oldest remainder problem in the world was first discovered in a third 

century Chinese mathematical treatise entitled Sun Zi Suanjing l*T-lJ~(The 

Mathematical Classic of Sun Zi), of which the author was unknown. 

Nowadays, the remainder problem in Sun Zi Suanjing is popularly known as 

the Chinese Remainder Theorem, for the reason that it first appeared in a 

Chinese mathematical treatise. 

The Chinese Remainder Theorem is found in Chapter 3, Problem 26 of 

Sun Zi Suanjing: 

Now there are an unknown number of things. If 
we count by threes, there is a remainder 2; if we 
count by fives, there is a remainder 3; if we count 
by sevens, there is a remainder 2. Find the 
number of things. 

Besides the problem, the author of Sun Zi Suanjing also provided the answer 

and the methods of solution as follows: 

Answer: 23. 

Method: If we count by threes and there is a 
remainder 2, put down 140. If we count by fives 
and there is a remainder 3, put down 63. If we 
count by sevens and there is a remainder 2, put 
down 30. Add them to obtain 233 and subtract 
210 to get the answer. If we count by threes and 
there is a remainder 1, put down 70. If we count 
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by fives and there is a remainder 1, put down 21. 
If we count by sevens and there is a remainder 1, 
put down 15. When {a number] exceeds 106, the 
result is obtained by subtracting 105. 

Since antiquity there were many extensive researches which had been 

done on the Chinese Remainder Theorem, and today this theorem has 

evolved into a systematic theorem that can easily be found in many 

elementary mathematical texts. The modern Chinese Remainder Theorem 

can be stated as: 

If the positive integers m1,m2 , ... ,mk are pairwise relatively prime, in other 

words gcd(m;,mJ= 1 V i, j that i ::t:. j, where gcd denotes the greatest 

common divisor, let m = m,m, ... m,. If a,= o( mod:) and a,= 1 (mod m,), 

N=r;(modm;), i=1,2, ... ,k . 

Since its first appearance in Sun Zi Suanjing, the Chinese Remainder 

Theorem continued to attract many ancient mathematicians from other 

civilizations to discuss and give commentary of it in their respective 

mathematical treatises. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the 

development of the interesting Chinese Remainder Theorem in the ancient 

civilizations, since Sun Zi Suanjing. 

The Development of the Chinese Remainder Theorem 

In modern form, the remainder problem and the solution given in the Sun Zi 

Suanjing can be written as: 



Remainder Problem: 

x = 2(mod3)= 3(mod5)= 2(mod7), 

where xis an unknown that satisfies the requirements given in the remainder 

problem and needs to be determined. 

Moduli-moduli involved: 

Formula of solution in the Sun Zi Suanjing: 

where n = the biggest integer that satisfies 1 05n < 70b1 + 21b2 + 15b3 

b1, b2 and b3 are the remainders of x when x is divided by m1, m2 and m3 

respectively. 

Solution: 

X= 70(2)+ 21(3) + 15(2) -1 05(2) 

X= 23 

Only one solution was given in the Sun Zi Suanjing. The author of Sun 

Zi Suanjing did not give further explanation on why the numbers 70, 21 and 

15 were chosen nor why a multiple of 105 must be subtracted from the sum of 

products that was added up. The method of solution in Sun Zi Suanjing 

without further elaboration had raised many queries among researchers who 

wished to master the method completely. 

During the 11th century, Muslim mathematician Ibn Tahir al-

Baghdadi discussed the Chinese Remainder Theorem in his treatise AI-

Takmilafi 'lim ai-Hisab. The moduli that Ibn Tahir gave were the same as 
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Sun Zi Suanjing, which were m1 = 3 , m2 = 5 , m3 = 7 . However, his problem 

was x = a(mod 3)= b(mod 5)= c(mod 7), which was not entirely the same as 

Sun Zi Suanjing. It was clear that Ibn Tahir had advanced further in his 

discussion of the remainder problem where arbitrary remainders, a, b, and c 

were given in his problem . 

It is interesting to note that Ibn Tahir was the first mathematician in 

antiquity to give an explanation regarding why the numbers 70, 21 and 15 

were related to the moduli 3, 5 and 7 respectively. He explained that for each 

of the moduli, the related number was obtained by the multiplication of other 

moduli involved in the problem, given that they are pairwise relatively prime. 

After that, division was performed on the sum of multiplication repeatedly until 

the final remainder was 1. 

To enable us to understand the explanation regarding how a specific 

number was chosen to be related to its respective moduli, the steps 

performed by Ibn Tahir for his given remainder problem x = a(mod 5)= 

b(mod 7)= c(mod 3) are given below. 

1. For the first modulo m1 , the related number was obtained by the 

multiplication of the other two moduli involved, m2 x m3 = 5 x 7 = 35. 

2. Repeated division was performed on the sum of multiplication of m2 

and m3 until the final remainder was 1. 

a) 35 = 2(mod 3) 

The remainder was 2, the division was continued by adding 

the product m 2 x m3 to the remainder. 

b) 2(mod3)+ 35 = 2 (mod3)+ 2 (mod3)= 1 (mod3) 



The division was stopped as the final remainder was 1. 

3. Next, the number of remainders (b1 ) obtained before the multiplication 

stopped was counted. In this case, b1 = 2. 

4. The number that was related to m1 was (m2 x m3 )x b1 = 35 x 2 = 70 . 

The same procedure was performed to the second and third moduli to 

find the related number. 

For m2 , the related number was (m1 x m3 )x b2 • 

For m3 , the related number was (m1 x m2 )x b3 . 

The product m1 x m2 x m3 was chosen so that the smallest solution that 

satisfied the given problem could be obtained. The detailed explanation given 

by Ibn Tahir had solved the questions in Sun Zi Suanjing that had not been 

answered for several centuries. Ibn Tahir gave a general solution 

x = 21a + 15b + 70c -1 05n, where n = the biggest integer that satisfied 1 05n 

< 70a+21b+15c. 

The popular Chinese Remainder Theorem found its way to Europe in a 

famous mathematical treatise by Italian mathematician Leonardo Fibonacci in 

1202 entitled Liber Abaci. Even though the moduli given were the same, the 

remainder problem in Liber Abaci x = 2 (mod 3) = 3 (mod 5) = 4 (mod 7), was 

slightly different than the one in Sun Zi Suanjing in the sense that one of the 

remainders given was different. However, the method of solution given in 

Liber Abaci was entirely the same as Sun Zi Suanjing. 

Since Sun Zi Suanjing, the Chinese Remainder Theorem was not 

found again in any Chinese mathematical treatises until the 131
h century in the 

book Xugu Zhaiqi Suanfa tl""i!ititi~jf)! (Continuation of Ancient 
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Mathematical Methods for Elucidating the Strange) in Yang Hui Suanfa 

m•lJ5! (Yang Hui's Methods of Computation). Yang Hui Suanfa was a 

compilation of three books by Chinese mathematician Yang Hui in 1278. 

The remainder problem in Xugu Zhaiqi Suanfa was exactly the same 

as the original remainder problem in the Sun Zi Suanjing and the same single 

solution was given for the problem. In Xugu Zhaiqi Suanfa, Yang Hui clearly 

stated that he had taken the remainder problem from Sun Zi Suanjing. 

However, in addition to the original remainder problem in Sun Zi Suanjing, 

Yang Hui had also given another four remainder problems, as follow: 

1. x = 2(mod3)= 3(mod5)= O(mod7), Solution: x= 98 

2. x= 1(mod7)= 2(mod8)= 3(mod9),Solution:x=498 

3. x = 3(mod 11) = 2(mod 12) = 1 (mod 13), Solution: x = 14 

4. x = 1 (mod 2) = 2(mod 5) =3(mod 7) = 4(mod 9), Solution: x = 157 

Fibonacci was the first European to pave the way for the discussion of 

the Chinese Remainder Theorem in his treatise. Later, in the 14th and 15th 

century Isaac Argyros and Frater Frederius discussed the remainder problem 

in their treatises Eisagog·e Arithm'etik'e and Munich Manuscript respectively. 

Both of them gave the problem x = a (mod 3) = b (mod 5) = c(mod 7), which 

was the same as the remainder problem given by the Muslim mathematician 

Ibn Tahir in A/-Takmila fi 'Jim ai-Hisab in 11th century. 

Since both of them gave a remainder problem with arbitrary 

remainders, the solution given for the problem was general: x = 21 a + 15b + 

70c - 1 05n, n = integer. Frater Frederius was the only mathematician after 



Ibn Tahir who offered explanation regarding the specific number that was 

related to its respective moduli, an unsolved mystery since Sunzi Suanjing. 

It was not surprising that the discussion of the remainder problem in 

the treatises of Argyros and Frederius was similar to that of Ibn Tahir. In 

general, many European mathematical treatises in antiquity were greatly 

influenced by the works of the Muslim mathematicians. Fibonacci was the 

pioneer of the European mathematicians who had done research extensively 

on Muslim mathematical works such as Tara' if a/- Hisab by Abu Kamil. He 

later incorporated many of the problems into his great treatise like Liber 

Abaci. From his treatises, the works of the Muslim mathematicians were 

spread to Europe, including the Chinese Remainder Theorem that was 

originated from China. 

Conclusion 

The chronological development of the Chinese Remainder Theorem in the 

ancient mathematical treatises is summarized as follow: 

Mathematicians Century Title of Treatise Civilization 
Sun Zi 3 Sun Zi Suanjing China 

Ibn Tahir 11 AI-Takmila ji 'lim Arab 

ai-Hisab 
Leonardo 13 Liber Abaci Europe 
Fibonacci 
Yang Hui 13 Buku Xugu Zhaiqi China 

Suanfa dalam 
Yang Hui Suanfa 

Isaac Argyros 14 Eisagog'e Europe 
Arithm'etik'e 

Frater 15 Munich Europe 
Frederius Manuscript 
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In conclusion, the famous Chinese Remainder Theorem managed to 

raise much interest from the mathematicians in antiquity to give commentary 

of it in their respective treatises due to the unelaborated explanation given in 

Sun Zi Suanjing. Muslim mathematician Ibn Tahir should be given credit for 

cracking the unresolved mystery posed in Sun Zi Suanjing since 31
h century. 

Through the Muslim mathematicians, the Chinese Remainder Theorem 

spread into the works of the European mathematicians. 
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